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Consider the following sequence of events and judge for yourself their significance.

About mid November 2013 I began camping in a remote spot in the beautiful Victorian Alps. On December
the 1st after having stayed there for about two weeks I noticed some jets flying overhead leaving long thick
white trails across the sky. These trails were like nothing I have seen before emanating from jets or aircraft of
any kind. They did not dissipate quickly but remained in the sky for up to hours, expanding out to form large
expanses of a kind of hazy, stringy mess - and joining with other such trails to cover large sections of the sky,
even rendering the whole visible sky overcast at times, from one end to the other. The sun would then be
dimmed or hidden altogether behind this thickening haze, and as I observed it on days thereafter, particularly
on days which started out bright blue and beautiful, it seemed to me that this artificially created cover was
often a precursor to, and catalyst for further condensation and cloud formation attracted by it.

After about a week of this the jets moved further west beyond a mountain which made it impossible to
observe them directly except  on  some occasions  in  the  distance,  but  the  effect  of  their  trails  was  now
unmistakeable drifting in from the west and later again from whichever direction the weather was coming on
the day in question. It was obvious that a particular area was being targeted because the direction from which
the expanded trails were coming, indicating the location of the jet trail activity, was weather specific, with
precisely that effect.

So, what has this to do with Geelong?

I returned from Gippsland to Geelong finally on December 17 th. On that day as I was nearing the Lara turn-
off on the highway I observed a huge white trail across the horizon which had apparently just been made. I
was to watch this expand for the rest of the afternoon into the usual stringy mess I had been seeing for weeks
whilst camping. Since that day I have observed over the skies of Geelong (to at least some extent), the exact
phenomena I have described above, on a regular even daily basis. On one or two occasions I have actually
seen the jets making the trails, but more often than not they remain out of view - though again, the location
of their activity seems to coincide significantly (and ominously) with the oncoming weather......

What are the authorities saying about this?

Before I returned to Geelong I stopped in at the Department of Environment and Primary Industries office in
Gippsland to ask them for an explanation. They claimed, a few days later, to be unaware of any aerial aerosol
spraying over the National Park (where I had camped) for the weeks previous to my inquiry, nor could Parks
Victoria shed any further light on the matter apparently - the DEPI had included them in their enquiries. I
was  also  furnished  by  email  with  a  lot  of  nonsense  about  RAAF  flight  schedules  and  natural  cloud
formations,  and  irrelevant  meteorological  data  designed,  I  think,  to  impress  and  intimidate  the  casual
observer by passing for science actually pertinent to the issue at hand – which it clearly wasn't. So I decided
to prolong my stay in the area taking the trouble to film these jets making their trails in another location not
far from my initial camping spot. Some of these recordings I then forwarded to the DEPI thinking that this
time  I  might  get  something  like  an  intelligent  response.  What  I  got  a  couple  of  weeks  later,  though
undoubtedly more to the point, was hardly satisfactory. Here are a couple of excerpts from the DEPI email:

“As stated in  the history  of  aerial  industry section,  the  different  types of  aircraft  used in Australia[for
aerosol spraying] are either small fixed wing planes or helicopters.  These types of aircraft allow for greater
control to get to their target whilst spraying or spreading.”  

And then significantly, I think:
  
“The particular area of Gippsland you have been camping in is under the flight path of Commercial Airlines
from Melbourne to New Zealand.  I have provided some maps of these paths to indicate where the jets are
flying.” 

The flight maps provided were for Air New Zealand and Qantas Airlines. 

http://www.chemtrailsgeelong.com/


(For Allan Spencer's actual video footage of jets, identified by flight radar as Qantas flights QF63 & QF64,
dumping on Greater Geelong, visit ChemtrailsGeelong.com.)

OK, so according to the DEPI the jets I observed and filmed in Gippsland were presumably commercial
aircraft. (Though frankly, due to the erratic, even puerile or lunatic flight behaviour of some of them, I have
serious doubts about whether they were commercial passenger-carrying craft in all cases.) I contacted next
the EPA Victoria and was told (I kid you not) that such air pollution was not their domain since it did not
originate from the ground, and was referred by these clowns to Air Services Australia instead. To cut a long
story short  ASA then gave me what  I  have since learned to  be the official  explanation for  these trails.
('Official explanation', by the way, means the one given for them when the 'officials' in question have been
cornered sufficiently long enough to even acknowledge their existence.) 

What are Contrails? 

Contrails are what everyone is used to seeing at some time or another emanating from jets at high altitude,
namely water vapour condensing on sulphur and water particles emitted by the engines, which then freeze at
the sub-zero high altitude temperatures to form distinctive short-lived white (ice) trails. But now we are told,
by  the  latest  ASA 'fact'  sheet  (13-074FAC –  Contrails  what  are  they?)  that  they  have  acquired  some
additional features as well, contrary to all actual observations in the past by those of us who are still known
to cast an eye skyward now and then, namely that: 

“they can last for hours, spreading out with air turbulence sometimes reaching several kilometres in width
and 200 to 400 metres in height ….... this means that they can develop into extensive cirrus clouds that are
indistinguishable from natural occurring clouds.” 

How convenient. (I mean even if this alone were true it is alarming enough!)
 
Unfortunately for these automatonic disinformation disseminators there are still a significant number of us
with sufficient memory recall to know that while this latter description does indeed describe the present state
of affairs for some of the jets flying over our heads, it has only been the case, extensively anyway, for a
relatively short space of time (perhaps a few years or so in Australia, longer in other places like the US) and
indicates clearly a change in the apparatus of the jets themselves. In fact many visual documenters with
telescopic lenses have photographed or filmed these jets close up showing that the trails are emanating at
least part of the time from places other than the engine system. Others have filmed from inside the jets
themselves showing spray apparatus on wings that appear to confirm this. Of course one might prefer to
believe, for instance, the ASA fact sheet's suggestion that atmospheric conditions like humidity changed
naturally, though radically and permanently, over the Victorian Alps on December 1st, and elsewhere at other
times, effecting somehow a corresponding change in the jet trail phenomena, but this is ludicrous. Moreover
it is demonstrably false – there exists, for example, crystal clear video footage taken in the Northern territory
(find the link at ChemtrailsGeelong.com) showing two planes simultaneously making trails against the one
blue sky: one the usual everyday contrail, the other the hazy, stringy, expanding type that sticks around a
while. Different trails, same conditions.......there goes that 'theory'. 

Let me assure you of this: I DID NOT, when camping in the Victorian Alps in late 2013, observe these
expanding, cloud-forming, so-called 'contrails' at all, at that location, in the weeks prior to December 1st
when the weather was normal. (Nor did I observe them in the two previous years when I have camped in the
identical spot for several weeks at more or less the exact same time of the year.) Also note that it would be
impossible to have overlooked this phenomena prior to that date – anyone who has done any serious camping
will tell you that sky watching is something one does continually and automatically both day and night as a
matter of course. It's not like living in suburbia where we are more or less cut off from such things most of
the time. Which is perhaps what the perpetrators of this crime are counting on.

Even if we were to theorise that a whole squadron of commercial jets suddenly changed their flight paths on
December 1st, that cannot account for the fact that quite simply these new gigantic cirrus cloud 'contrails'
have never been observed anywhere at all by anyone (with anything like sound recall) in the skies over
Australia or anywhere else, at least not extensively, and certainly not at all by the present writer, until quite
recently.



Contrails or Chemtrails? What are they really?

'Chemtrail', as you may have guessed, is an abbreviation for 'chemical trail'. They are easily distinguished
from ordinary 'contrails'  (condensation trails) by their appearance and behaviour in the sky – a physical
difference clearly indicative of a substantive chemical difference. (For photographic and video comparisons
visit  the  ChemtrailsGeelong.com homepage.) Serious investigators believe tiny polymer fibres and nano-
sized particles of salts, oxides and elemental forms of heavy metals such as Aluminium, Barium, Manganese,
Boron and Strontium, for example, are being used in these trails. There has even been disturbing evidence of
biological components found in chemtrail ground samples in the US. 

Of the chemical  suspects,  some are  among those stipulated for  use in  weather/atmosphere  modification
techniques and hare-brained geoengineering schemes known to exist - officially only in highly specialized
and localized applications (such as military ones for example) in the former case, and as hypothetical, future
'possibilities'  in the latter.....  but  you be the judge.  This much is certain:  most heavy metals and their
compounds are toxic to life, in any or relatively small quantities, and especially in easily inhaled nano-
particulate form (a nanometre is a billionth of a metre). Increased incidences of respiratory illnesses and even
respiratory  mortality  rates  have  been  reported  in  places  where  observed  aerosol  spraying  has  been
contemporaneously heavy and extensive.  This  is  in  addition to  reported increases  in  other  diseases  and
neurological disorders related or connected to heavy metal content in the brain or body such as Alzheimer's
(aluminium), for instance.  And there is hard, scientific evidence taken from places where these trails have
been observed for extended periods of time, to support the suspicions of investigators regarding their toxic,
chemical nature. 

(For more information watch the excellent and informative documentaries listed on the Documentaries page
at ChemtrailsGeelong.com. All are presently viewable on YouTube. You can also download there, in pdf, lab
analysis reports and easy-to-follow explanations of tests for metals in backyard rainwater samples collected
by concerned Australians – the results are both alarming and irrefutable.)

Government and mainstream media are not telling the truth about this.

That there is a highly organised and extensive effort being made to spray something in our skies on a regular
basis,  which  is  contributing  to  dramatic  weather  modification,  at  the  very  least,  here  in  Geelong  and
elsewhere around Australia and the world, is beyond reasonable doubt - yet our government is either ignorant
of the fact or is lying to us deliberately about it. Which is worse then? – blind incompetence or deliberate
deceit? Neither is fit to govern. (Please understand, this has nothing to do with petty two party politics.) The
mass media is also failing to tell the public the truth, if not flagrantly suppressing, distorting or deriding it.
One group of people trying peacefully to get answers directly from airline pilots at Sydney airport (they were
apparently obstructed from doing so for no good reason by federal police) had their 'IQs' and character called
into question by scoffing police and media, but their questions unanswered. The fact is that the perpetrators
of this crime must indeed have great contempt for our intelligence if they think we are going to accept their
absurd, official explanations. And if we do, frankly they're right. The answer is not to wait for the truth from
sources where clearly there is none (and never has been truth be told), and go find it yourself. 

What is really important is that we begin simply asking the questions: what  are they spraying on us? And
who exactly are  they? That's a good start. We cannot expect answers until we begin to ask questions. And
that means using our own eyes and ears and independent minds to inform ourselves about what is going on
around us - not simply allowing ourselves to be continually and hypnotically swayed or shaken by the first
piece of  government  disinformation,  mass  media  scoff-evasion  or  sports/entertainment  misdirection  that
comes along. We need to unplug our brains permanently from the perception management machine, which is
actually mismanagement, and we need to do it now – because the situation is becoming critical. Chemtrails,
for example, are happening literally in broad daylight before our very eyes and the vast majority of us are
apparently oblivious to it, or have dismissed it as some kind of quack theory only, pre-emptory to any real
and autonomous, independent inquiry of our own; what could be a clearer indication of the woeful state of
our perception faculties?  In short, we need to rediscover our ability to think and perceive for ourselves
without depending blindly on the mass media or the authorised 'experts' to do it for us. 

Geelong weather forecast: Cloudy until further notice.....



Try this for example: make a note of the weather forecast a few days in advance and/or first thing in the
morning, the earlier the better. Then, and especially on days when the forecast is 'clear' or 'mostly clear',
check to see if it actually turns out that way, making a note of how often it does and doesn't. Certain trends
go beyond mere forecasting error. Do you know for example, that between the 17th December 2013 and the
25th January 2014 inclusive there were only a few days in Geelong that were not more or less completely
overcast for significant parts of the day? - that was the middle of Summer, keep in mind. On the other hand,
Sunday the 23rd of February of that same Summer was a completely cloudless Summer day from morning to
night. It was the only one that month. 

I was away from Geelong from mid-June until late October 2014, but kept my eye on the sky after my return.
The pattern continued even in the late Spring and throughout the Summer of 2014/2015, which in fact was
barely a Summer at all, was it? Are you even noticing any of this? Because, after all, if we fail to notice
starkly obvious sky and weather anomalies in Summer and Autumn, what hope have we of noticing anything
amiss in the Winter when cloudiness is more to be expected? We can only look up and guess what might be
going on unchecked high above the visible cloud cover. Yet even on cloudy days, if we are willing to look up
and see the obvious, the evidence of weather modification is unmistakable.

Update 26th August 2015: can anyone in their right mind even attempt now to deny that there is something
seriously wrong going on in our skies? I was overseas for most of the Autumn of 2015, but since my return
in early May there have not been any clear days over the Greater Geelong and Werribee region at all.  Not
any. There is always at least some kind of something passing for clouds floating about. Even in Winter that is
statistically impossible. It is utterly disgusting when you know what is happening. And days that are not
completely overcast more or less all day are now the stark exception to the relentlessly cloudy rule. Is it
possible that we can no longer distinguish between the natural and unnatural? Is it really possible that we are
just going to take this and do nothing? What are we gentlemen, I ask you? Are we even men at all? Or are we
so degraded and demoralized as to no longer be worthy of the name.....?

(See the website for further updates up to August 2016.)

Just watch the sky for yourself. Aerial aerosol spray, though white like natural clouds, is nevertheless quite
easily distinguishable from them, especially early on before it has expanded too much and attracted water
vapour from its surroundings, and also, soon after the ensuing widespread cloud covering has cleared. It
looks like spray (even after it has dispersed a bit); a misty, wispy haze high up, appearing incongruous in the
sky, unnatural and artificial. (Even the cloud cover resulting from it has an unnatural glare about it, I think.)
Another thing to look for is rain that never comes or comes only minimally, that is, lots of cloud cover, but
hardly any rain. This is another tell-tale sign of the use of metal salts in nano-sized aerosols which have the
property of attracting and holding moisture, while being too small to reach the critical weight for rainfall. 

In addition to sky watching, one of the more significant things you can do is have a trustworthy laboratory (if
you can find one) test a backyard rainwater sample for metals. You can then compare this against known
Australian norms for metals in rainwater. For how to do this, visit the website. And while you're there you
can read also about the “Australian Rain Corporation” and the Australian tax payer funded and Russian
developed technology that makes “clouds out of scratch”, currently being deployed illegally, not to make
rain, but in weather modifying black operations against Australian civilian targets – see photo evidence of
this technology being used now over Greater Geelong.

The above suggestions are only some of the steps we can take to remove all reasonable doubt from our minds
that this atrocity is  taking place. That  is the essential  first  step.  Then decide for yourselves what  is the
appropriate action to take for the sake of the Geelong, the Australia and the world we are going to pass on to
our children and their children too. Please feel free to distribute (unedited) copies of this letter, electronically
or otherwise, as widely as you are able. For the interactive website companion to this letter including a pdf
version, flyers, suggested online info, videos and photos visit ChemtrailsGeelong.com*.

Yours Sincerely,
A fellow Australian, resident of Greater Geelong and human being

*ChemtrailsGeelong.com is a strictly Not-for-Profit Website.


